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Northumbria University stands out at
Graduate Fashion Week

Students from Northumbria University, Newcastle have returned from
London’s Graduate Fashion Week (GFW) with a clutch of accolades awarded
by some of the industry’s biggest names.

Internationally-renowned for its fashion courses, Northumbria took first prize
in two categories and secured a total of seven awards. The University
showcased a number of 'ones to watch' among its collections and exhibitions
at this year's GFW, which was held at the Old Truman Brewery on Brick Lane.



Northumbria students enjoyed a sweep in the Ethical Award, taking first,
second and fourth places, and marking the third year in a row that
Northumbria has been represented in the award category. Fashion Design and
Marketing students Stephanie Ambridge and Lucy Scott took first and fourth
place, while Fashion BA (Hons) student Anja Atkinson walked away with the
award for second place.

Fashion Design and Marketing continued its evening of success with
Catherine Courtman coming runner up in the Fashion Innovation category for
her Urban Nomad collection, which took inspiration from mobile tent design,
and Jacob Goff receiving the third place award for Creative Marketing.

Fashion's Hannah Donkin and Chloe Sanders were both selected to showcase
on the critically-acclaimed 'Best of GFW' catwalk – where the likes of fashion
luminaries including journalist Hilary Alexander OBE and designer Anne
Tyrell MBE were seated on the front row. Hannah also received a special
mention from Stefan Siegal who judged the Creative Catwalk Award, and has
since been presented first prize in the prestigious Sophie Hallette
competition.

Additionally, Rachel Jefferson's controversial Margaret Thatcher-inspired
collection, Ordered Chaos, was also recognised and Rachel was named as
runner up in the David Band Textile Award.

The highly-sought Best Stand Award, for which Northumbria as a collective
was awarded first prize, was announced by host Zoe Hardman at the final
awards show that closed GFW on 3 June.

Kristen Pickering, programme leader for Fashion 2014 at Northumbria
University, said: "We're really thrilled with our success at this year's event and
to bring back with us the overall award for Best Stand, along with some
fantastic achievements for the individual students.

"Over the course of the week, the feedback from visitors to the stand and the
catwalk shows has been very positive with the craftsmanship, skill and
innovation being noticed above all – a true attribute to the long hours of
hard work that have gone into these final collections.

"We're really proud to be celebrating the 60th anniversary of Fashion at



Northumbria next year and are looking forward to helping our next
generation of creative designers to achieve their aspirations. Our alumni have
gone on to work for huge names in the industry so the opportunities for our
graduates seem even more far-reaching."

To find out more about Northumbria's Fashion courses, visit
www.northumbria.ac.uk/design or sign up for one of its open days on 27 and
28 June by visiting www.northumbria.ac.uk/openday

Northumbria is a research-rich, business-focussed, professional university
with a global reputation for academic excellence. To find out more about our
courses go towww.northumbria.ac.uk

If you have a media enquiry please contact our Media and Communications
team at media.communications@northumbria.ac.uk or call 0191 227 4571.
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